We’ve partnered with Tripkicks to provide
travelers up-to-date insights and important
information when booking in
Concur Travel.
Tripkicks integrates with Concur to show a variety of actionable
travel insights when you search for flights and hotels:
Entry Restrictions - Learn about restrictions in place that may
prevent you from entering your destination.
Quarantine Requirements - Be informed when quarantine is
required upon arrival at your destination and also upon your
return home.
Covid-19 Data - View current statistics and trends on Covid-19,
comparing your origin with your destination.
Travel Alerts - See real-time insights on anything that could
potentially disrupt your trip from origin to destination and return.
Tips and Info - Receive travel tips from our travel team as well
as info on our suppliers to help you make the best decisions.
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Empower travelers with info on
Health & Safety, Covid-19, Entry
Restrictions, Quarantine
Requirements, Destination Intel,
Supplier Insights, and more.

Guide employees to the best
decisions by calling attention to
suppliers that are most preferred,
more Eco-Friendly, and beneficial
to both the traveler’s experience
and your program’s compliance.

Robust custom messaging tools
enable company-created notes for
all searches, destination-specific
flight/lodging searches, or
messages dynamically linked to
specific suppliers.

MAKE BETTER DECISIONS
Tripkicks is a simple add-on to SAP Concur that empowers travelers
with actionable trip insights on everything they need to make the
best decisions and be better informed on what to expect.
Travelers can see destination-specific travel alerts as well as supplier
insights while searching for flights and hotels within Concur Travel,
and companies can leverage Tripkicks’ Dynamic Messaging to guide
travelers and influence behavior.

www.tripkicks.com

Tripkicks provides travelers with
Actionable Insights, Behavioral
Guidance, and Dynamic
Messaging directly within their
Concur Travel search results.

Quarantine

Entry Restrictions

Know when quarantine
requirements exist at
destination and also on
return home.

Up-to-date insights on any
Entry Restrictions that exist
for travel destinations.

Spend Guidance
Display dynamic rate
targets for appropriate
traveler spend, available
in our Budgets Module.

Covid-19/Testing

Provide current Covid-19
data for destination
compared to origin, along
with testing requirements.

Company Note

Fully custom messaging
available for all searches,
or on specific destinations
or city pairs.

Supplier Insights
Highlight Eco-Friendly
flights/hotels and call
attention to other key
supplier attributes.

Custom Messages

Remind travelers of credits,
call out hotel amenities, or
use custom messages for
anything else.

We’re on a mission to
make business travel
better. Join us!
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Travelers can see real-time insights

Use Tripkicks custom messaging to

booking their trip. Information on safety,

travelers during the booking process.

and alerts about their travel while

travel disruption, their destination,

Covid-19, supplier intel, and more;

ensures that travelers are empowered
to make the best decisions.

enhance communication with your

Provide travelers with guidance on

company destinations, processes, links
to external/internal resources, or any
other important notes.

Improved
Compliance

Integrated
Seamlessly

Module Includes:

Identify and highlight preferred

As an SAP Concur App Center Partner,

Entry Restrictions

attributes and providing more

within the booking experience of

Quarantine Requirements
Safety Advisories

suppliers, calling attention to select
information to travelers about these

suppliers, and their relevance within
your program.

Covid-19 Data
Travel Alerts
Supplier Insights
Destination Intel
Advanced Custom Messaging

Full Suite of Products

Tripkicks is seamlessly integrated

Concur Travel. Travelers can access
everything they need without ever
leaving the booking tool.

